
Spots for Superb Views
＆ Seeing Cherry Blossoms

Mount Anjin

Behind Omishima
Art Museum

Utena Dam

This is suitable for 
seeing full cherry 
blossoms, because 
there are a lot.  You 
can feel close to the 
spring season.

The line of cherry trees 
in full bloom is excellent.  
Even after that, we are 
excited at the ‘carpet’ of 
cherry petals scattered! 

Mt. Anjin
Wakuwaku Park

There are playground equipments, 
so children will have a good time 
viewing cherry blossoms.

Toita
Bus Stop

In Front of Toita Bus Stop

This is a good place for relaxing, 
seating yourself on the 
breakwater and seeing the sea.

The Beach by Sakari Camp Site

We recommend you to take photos 
against the sea.  They are good for 
uploading to SNS.

You’ll admire
the full cherry
blossoms in
spring. This
wooden bus
stop makes
the atmosphere
much better.

（3951-1, Miyaura）

（9099-1, Miyaura）

（795-1, Sakari, Kamiura）
（Inokuchi,

Kamiura）

（3951-1,Miyaura）

（6367, Miyaura Omishima）

（Inokuchi,
Kamiura）

place name reading place name reading

盛 Sakari 宗方 Munakata
台 Utena 甘崎 Amazaki
肥海 Higai 出走 Dehasiri
明日 Akebi 口狭 Kuseba
井口 Inokuti 州元 Sumoto
口総 Kutisubo 安神山 Anjinsan
鷲ヶ頭 Wasigato 入日の滝 Irihinotaki

They are all difficult to read, right? Omishima Bridge

From the mountain 
path in Seto, you can 
take pictures with the 
bridge surrounded by 
the cherry ‘frame.”  
Cyclists, please come!

Kyozenji Temple

Weeping cherry 
trees, in full bloom 
at the end of March, 
are worth viewing!

Yokichigahama
（The Beach by Omishima

Branch School）

This is a beautiful 
beach with the blue sea 
and white sandy beach.  
The sunset is fantastic 
in the evening.

（2893-1, Miyaura）

The Answers of Place Names in Omisima
（Questions : P４）

You can see this view if you 
begin climbing before 6 a.m.  
Climbing uphill is hard, but 
the fine views are waiting 
for you at the mountaintop.


